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Welcome back to another exciting edition of the HRCSD 
Instructional Newsletter!  

 

Two More Spectacular 

Professional Development Opportunities 
from your Collaboration Grant! 

 

Instructional 
Technology Cadre 

Self-designed 
Collaborative Learning 

 Apply for one of the iPad or 
Chromebook carts. 

 Plan, Teach & Evaluate using the 
technology with your students. 

 Learn and try best practices with 
instructional technology. 

 Share your learning with your 
colleagues. 

 Help design next year’s (and 
beyond) Instructional Technology 

Cadre. 

 Determine what you want and 
need to learn. 

 Invite your colleagues to learn 
with you. 

 Register to use your PDOs on the 
Hood River Academy Bulletin by 
May 1st.  http://bit.ly/HRA2016 
 Learn & earn with your 

colleagues. 
 Help lead your school in practices 

that work! 
 
 

Words from our Librarian 
 

As we make it to spring break, the wildflowers bloom and the crisp smell of spring lingers in front of 

us only days away. The local news is still filled with lead contaminations: Nestle water and their attempt at 

pumping water from Oxbow Springs, Monsanto's declining responsibility of cleaning their PCGs out the 

Willamette River, the possibilities of the big earthquake, Black Lives Matter, and heated race relations around 

the nation.  Add to it the rising costs and lack of rents, minimum wage, overpopulation, the coolest PDA’s to 

be bought, social media, and the most memorable presidential campaign season in my lifetime to date and 

there are plenty of issues to grab onto and talk about. It also makes me think about what they don’t talk about 

anymore: Immigration reform, the massive fires and droughts of last summer, melting glaciers, Hanford, 

sexual assaults on campuses, and public education funding.  

http://bit.ly/HRA2016


 As I listened to Merrick Garland accept the nomination for Supreme Court Justice yesterday on 

March 16th from President Obama, he said that “ service to the community is a responsibility above all 

others.”  As an art educator and teacher librarian, I believe that classrooms and schools are places that 

students learn to reflect on the world around them and that as teachers, those tasked with educating and 

controlling the masses of youths through their journey to adulthood, need to continue to grasp ahold of and be 

reminded of our social responsibility to the communities we serve and to continue to find ways to help our 

students take what we teach them and what they bring to class and apply it to the world around them.  I have 

included the website envirogorge.com created by local author and publisher Susan Hess to use as a starting 

point, an addition to, or a resource rich website for ideas, outings and future callings.  Enjoy the challenge, 

stick to your heart and listen to your students. 

 

 

Here are the winners of this year's Writing Contest “Picture Books of Poetry and Prose.”  We had over 

225 entries this year and used 120 student judges to evaluate all the stories.  It was a huge success.  Winning 

entries have been digitized and should be posted to your schools library home page by the end of the month. 

Congratulations to everyone who made this happen! 

 

Grand Prize Winner:  Poppy Mooney,  Home, 3rd Grade, May St. 
 

Elementary School 

1st place: Hayden Faabors,  Dance of the Tom Cats,  May St.  

2nd place: Evan Parr,  Bob and Jack,  Westside   

3rd Place: George Robert, Beta Fish,  Westside 

 

Middle School   

1st Place: Ellen Sova, Summer Colors,  HRM 

2nd Place: Eva Jones, Sprouts,  HRM 

3rd Place:  Katie Koenig, Oscars Awkward Moment,  HRM 

 

High School 

1st Place: Rane Bieker, Shadow Girl 

 
The following students won in selected categories:  

Best story told through Photographs:  George Robert, Beta Fish,  Westside 

Best Short Story: Tristen Deters, Untamed Fury,   May St. 

Best Poetry Book: Lucinda Cook, One summer with magnetic Poetry,  Westside 

Best Cook Book: Finley Smith, The Smith CookBook, Westside 

Best Holiday Book:  Leah Sandahl, The Christmas Story,   Mid Valley 

Best Pop Culture Book:  Austin Marquez,  Angry Birds Transformers, Zombies Included,  Westside 

Best Book written by Two: Max and Elliot, North Park,  Book One, The Dark World  

 

Cathrine Frost,  Good Choices,   HRM 

Frances Melby,  Captn Tubbs,  HRM 

Celia Acosta, Sampson and Mia,  HRM 

Best Comic Book:  Kalvin Young, Dungen,  Wy’east Middle 

Best Book of Poetry:  Allie Jones, p.o.e.t.r.y,  HRM 

Best Haikus: Isiah DeWalt,  Spiritual Haikus,  HRM 

Best Book dedicated to a Librarian (Amy Wheeler, HRMS):  Keeley Brownback, The Nature of People 

http://envirogorge.com/


 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Step 4 – Elaborate Research in cognitive psychology consistently indicates that learners 

understand and remember information better when they elaborate on it themselves (Marzano et 

al., 2001). Thus, students’ understanding of new vocabulary terms is strengthened when they are 

given opportunities to elaborate word meanings by generating their own additional examples 

and visual representations.  

“Imagine you are a reporter writing an article about our school. Come up with one accurate 

and one inaccurate statement about the school.” “Visualize a tabloid newspaper headline 

saying, ‘Elvis Lives!’ ” 

 

Step 5– Assess Researchers such as Baker et al., (1995) and Marzano (2004) have 

documented the importance of incorporating regular informal vocabulary assessment into the 

instructional process, especially with academically diverse learners. Assessment of vocabulary 

involves both formative, quick informal checking for understanding during the lesson, and 

summative evaluation as students subsequently take a formal quiz or test. In all forms of 

assessment, it is helpful to go beyond simple memorization or matching tasks and require 

students to demonstrate some deeper level of thinking and understanding. Checks on 

understanding tend to fall into two basic categories: discrimination tasks, such as answering 

focused questions, and generative tasks, such as developing additional examples.  

 

Discrimination: Focused Questions: “Is it accurate to say our school is the largest in town?”  

Generative Tasks: Completion Activity: “Complete the following sentences so that the second 

part further explains the first part and clearly demonstrates your understanding of the 

underlined words.  

I could tell the newspaper article about our new gym was not accurate; 

________________________________________________________. ”  

Yes-No-Why Activity:  

“Decide whether the following sentences make sense, paying attention to the underlined words 

in each sentence. If the sentence makes sense, write YES in the space to the left, then explain 

why it is logical. If the sentence does not make sense, write NO and explain why.  

 

School report cards always provide an accurate and reliable description of a student’s work.  

_____________________________________________________________.” 

 

Step 3 – Provide Examples Students will usually need at least two or three examples of a 

new term to firmly grasp the meaning. Moreover, these examples should be drawn from a 

variety of contexts, not only the one used in the reading or lesson (Baker et al., TM 1995; Beck 

et al., 2002). Multiple examples serve to build students’ semantic network, allowing them to 

incorporate the term into their lexicon beyond mere surface understanding. It is helpful to 

phrase the examples such that the students repeat the target word in completing the example. 

This allows students to become more comfortable using the word orally, a key step in building 

expressive vocabulary.  

“Test scores alone do not always provide a true picture of the quality of a school. Test scores 

present an image that is not always ____________(students say ‘accurate’).” “When I check 

my bank account each month, I want to be sure the numbers are correct or ___________ .” 

 


